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	Colossus: The Secrets of Bletchley Park's Code-breaking Computers (Popular Science), 9780192840554 (019284055X), Oxford University Press, 2006
"An excellent, ground breaking book, highly recommended."--Books-On-Line
     
The American ENIAC is customarily regarded as having been the starting point of electronic computation. This book rewrites the history of computer science, arguing that in reality Colossus--the giant computer built by the British secret service during World War II--predates ENIAC by two years.   Colossus was built during the Second World War at the Government Code and Cypher School at Bletchley Park. Until very recently, much about the Colossus machine was shrouded in secrecy, largely because the code-breaking algorithms that were employed during World War II remained in use by the British security services until a short time ago. In addition, the United States has recently declassified a considerable volume of wartime documents relating to Colossus. Jack Copeland has brought together memoirs of veterans of Bletchley Park--the top-secret headquarters of Britain's secret service--and others who draw on the wealth of declassified information to illuminate the crucial role Colossus played during World War II. Included here are pieces by the former WRENS who actually worked the machine, the scientist who pioneered the use of vacuum tubes in data processing, and leading authorities on code-breaking and computer science.
  A must read for anyone curious about code-breaking or World War II espionage, Colossus offers a fascinating insider's account of the world first giant computer, the great great grandfather of the massive computers used today by the CIA and the National Security Agency.     

       About the Author
   
 Jack Copeland is a Reader in Philosophy and Director of the Turing Project at the University of Canterbury in New Zealand. A contributor to Scientific American, his books include Turing's Machines, Artificial Intelligence, and The Essential Turing.
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The Textbook of Pharmaceutical MedicineBMJ Books, 2013

	The Textbook of Pharmaceutical Medicine is the standard reference for everyone working and learning in pharmaceutical medicine. It is a comprehensive resource covering the processes and practices by which medicines are developed, tested and approved, and the recognised text for the Diploma in Pharmaceutical Medicine from the Faculty of...


		

Observing the User Experience, Second Edition: A Practitioner's Guide to User ResearchMorgan Kaufmann, 2012

	The gap between who designers and developers imagine their users are, and who those users really are can be the biggest problem with product development. Observing the User Experience will help you bridge that gap to understand what your users want and need from your product, and whether they'll be able to use what you've...


		

Pro Drupal as an Enterprise Development Platform (Expert's Voice in Web Development)Apress, 2013

	In Pro Drupal as an Enterprise Development Platform authors Jamie Kurtz and Thomas Besluau explain how developers can save themselves time and money, and build their applications faster with fewer bugs by using the Drupal CMS as a foundation for their projects. The days when custom client applications were built entirely from scratch...





	

Secure Information Management Using Linguistic Threshold Approach (Advanced Information and Knowledge Processing)Springer, 2013

	In recent years, cryptographic techniques for protecting and hiding secret information have been included in directions of research on intelligent information management. Data can be managed securely due to the use of algorithms for ensuring the confidentiality of data, information splitting techniques as well as protocols for sharing...


		

Joomla! 1.5 JavaScript jQueryPackt Publishing, 2010

	Ever wondered how all the great-looking, feature packed, amazing Joomla! sites are made? Would you like to add image transitions, popups, scrolls, AJAX forms, image galleries, no-page reloads to your website, but are worried that they will be difficult to implement? To make any Joomla! site look more professional, interactive, and interesting...


		

What is Lean Six SigmaMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Lean Six Sigma combines the two most important improvement trends of our  time: making work better (using Six Sigma) and making work faster (using Lean  principles). In this plain-English guide, you’ll discover how this remarkable  quality improvement method can give you the tools to identify and eliminate  waste and quality problems in...
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